The NASA LEARN Project is an innovative program that provides long-term, year-round immersion in the practice of atmospheric science for middle and high school in-service teachers. Working alongside NASA scientists and using authentic NASA Science Mission Directorate (SMD) Research and Analysis (R&A) related and mission-based research data, teachers develop individual research topics of interest during two weeks in the summer while on-site at NASA Langley. With continued, intensive mentoring and guidance of NASA scientists, the teachers further develop their research throughout the academic year through virtual group meetings and data team meetings mirroring scientific collaborations. Working with their mentors, teachers learn how scientists approach problems and gain a level of comfort with the research. Teachers act in the role of a scientist and experience how scientists interact at science team meetings and when presenting results at a conference. At the end of the first year, the LEARN teachers present scientific posters. The LEARN model incorporates intensive support and mentoring, ongoing virtual and face-to-face check-ins, and flexibility to meet teachers’ needs on their research projects and in their classrooms.

The LEARN evaluation has focused on how an extended research experience for teachers spanning a full year influences teacher views of science and classroom integration of scientific principles. Early findings indicate that teachers’ perceptions of the scientific enterprise have changed, and that LEARN provided substantial resources to help them take real-world research to their students. Teachers also valued the teamwork and cohort approach.

LESSONS LEARNED: ADDRESSING TEACHER NEEDS

- **GLOBE training in atmosphere**
- **Weekly small group WebEx (webinar) discussions with scientist**
- **In the winter, teachers convene to formally present their**
- **Mirrors the scientific conference format for presenting final**
- **Be meaningful to the teachers so that they are**
- **Undergraduate research assistants provide real**
- **Scientist guest lectures to introduce**
- **Feedback and discussions prompt teachers to consider next**
- **Focus meetings on a meaningful and helpful**
- **Be flexible in scheduling, to meet the teachers’ time**
- **Learning how to narrow their question to fit available**
- **Virtual support persists throughout every stage of the LEARN model**

**Virtual Meetings**

- Mirrors science research group meetings, while teachers independently pursue their research topics
- Weekly small group WebEx (webinar) discussions with scientist mentors, phased to biweekly and then monthly during the school year
- Undergraduate research assistants provide real-time, one-on-one support to teachers, focusing particularly on data access, processing, and analysis tasks
- Virtual support persists throughout every stage of the LEARN model

**Science Data Meeting**

- Mirrors the NASA mission science team process
- In the winter, teachers convene to formally present their progress and to gather feedback from their peers and the scientist mentors
- Focuses on developing the science “story,” and narrowing projects to appropriate scope and focus, with the goal of producing a final poster

**Poster Presentation**

- Mirrors the scientific conference format for presenting final results
- In the 2nd summer, teachers present their findings among each other, to the scientist mentors and project team, and to the public at NASA Langley
- Feedback and discussions prompt teachers to consider next steps for furthering their research and uncovering new, interesting questions

**Lessons Learned: Addressing Teacher Needs**

Mini-lessons on science content throughout the 2 weeks, rather than intense full-days, to avoid teachers being overwhelmed

Balance these lessons with hands-on activities “getting their hands dirty” with data

Provide lessons on downloading and formatting data into useable formats from multiple datasets

Select and teach basic use of a single piece of data analysis and figure-making software (e.g., Excel or Igor Pro)
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**Lessons Learned: Maintaining teachers through ongoing support**

Teach the use of online webinar system (in this case, WebEx) while teachers are onsite, and incorporate time for practice

Virtual support keeps teachers engaged and connected to their scientist mentors and the LEARN support team throughout the experience. The LEARN team is always accessible, building relationships over time and helping when teachers are in need.

To keep participants engaged, it’s important to:
- Be flexible in scheduling, to meet the teachers’ time constraints – consider evenings and weekends
- Maintain a respectful and collegial environment, in which the scientists and the teachers are all colleagues engaged in learning together
- Focus meetings on a meaningful and helpful experience, rather than results – create a safe space for mistakes and confusion

**Lessons Learned: Making decisions & telling a science story**

Teachers struggle to narrow and focus their science ideas to specific research topics that can be supported by accessible data and straightforward analyses. LEARN has found that teachers follow a path in developing their projects:
- Arriving at LEARN with ideas and interests
- Discovering the variety of data options, and possibly becoming overwhelmed
- Struggling to match their data and analysis tools to their topics of interest
- Learning how to narrow their question to fit available data and feasible analysis techniques

It’s important to keep in mind that good research projects will:
- Be relevant to teachers’ lives and interests, for instance, something in their local region
- Be meaningful to the teachers so that they are encouraged to persist and are able to focus their goals
- Use limited and focused data sets – once teachers are able to search and access NASA data, they quickly learn how large and wide-ranging the universe of data is

**Lessons Learned: The LEARN experience comes full circle**

Programs with multiple teacher cohorts can benefit by having the two cohorts overlap. In LEARN, Cohort 1 presents their posters to Cohort 2, serving as an introduction to the program.

As a result, Cohort 2 have role models, while Cohort 1 teachers are able to practice their presentations in a low-pressure environment.

LEARN teachers are able to investigate an impressive range of scientifically-relevant topics, and become data- and analysis-literate.

LEARN teachers are also bringing new-found knowledge back to their students!